This is the list of pages from the Sourcing Guidebook. The content is in various formats (text, video, examples, practice, quizzes, and tip sheets). Subscribers can go through the materials at their own pace. They can also use the material in the Sourcing Guidebook as a reference for their everyday Sourcing tasks. For more information on the Guidebook please refer to our site: http://sourcingcertification.com.

Introduction

- How to Use Canvas
- People Sourcing: What Is It About?
- Sourcing Guidebook Goals
- What You Earn
- A Note About Exams
- Sourcing Guidebook Expectations

Section 1. INTRO TO SEARCH

- Search Engines
- What Can Be Found? Deep Web vs. Surface Web
  * Quiz: Deep vs Surface Web
- Google Search Engine
- Google: the Settings Page
- Simple Search on Google
- Google Syntax: Quotation Marks
  * Practice: Quotation Marks
- Simple Search on Google: “Googling” a Name
  * Video: Example Searches for “Googling” a Name
- Practice: Go Google Yourself
- Simple Search on Google: Find Sites to Explore
  * Practice: Find Sites to Explore
- Video: Find Sites to Explore
- Quiz: Finding Sites to Explore
- Simple Search on Google: "What You Expect to Find"
- Quiz: What You Expect to Find
- Important Search Option: “include omitted results”
- Video: The Number of Results
  * Practice: Numbers of Results

Section 2. BASIC BOOLEAN

- The Boolean Logic
- Boolean Syntax
- Google’s Boolean Logic Notation
- Examples of Google Searches Using the Boolean Logic - AND
  * Practice: Google Searches Using the Boolean Logic - AND
• A Note on OR vs AND
• Examples of Google Searches Using the Boolean Logic - OR
  • Practice: Google Searches Using the Boolean Logic - OR
• Examples of Google Searches Using the Boolean Logic - NOT
  • Practice: Google Searches Using the Boolean Logic - NOT
• Quiz: Using the Boolean Logic on Google
• Adjusting a Search Using the Boolean Logic
  • Video: Examples of Adjusting the Search
• Warning: MS Office Auto-Formatting
• Keyword Order

Section 3. ADVANCED SEARCH
• Advanced Search on Google
  • The site: Operator (X-Raying)
  • X-Raying Examples
  • Practice: X-Ray Searches
• Quiz: X-Ray Searches
• The intitle: Operator
  • The intitle: Operator
  • Practice: Using intitle: and inurl
  • Quiz: Using intitle: and inurl:
• The filetype: Operator
  • Practice: Using filetype:
  • Quiz: Using filetype:
• The Advanced Search Dialog
  • Advanced Search Examples
• Searching by Date
• Examine URLs for Better X-Raying
• Be Aware: "Captcha"
• Special Characters on Google

Section 4. SEARCH STRATEGIES
• Searching for Specific Types of Information
• Searching for Resumes & CVs: What You Expect to Find
• Resumes: How to Begin Searching
  • Practice: Searching for Resumes
• Quiz: Searching for Resumes
• Searching for Associations: What You Expect to Find
• Associations: How to Begin Searching
  • Practice: Searching Associations
• Quiz: Searching Associations
How to Search for Pages with Contact Information
- **Practice:** Searching for Contact Information
- **Quiz:** Searching for Contact Information

How to Search for Lists of Professionals
- **Practice:** Searching for Lists
- **Quiz:** Searching for Lists

Sourcing Method: Following the Leads
- **Practice:** Following the Leads
- Searching without Google

Section 5. INTRO TO SOCIAL SITES
- Profiles vs. Resumes
- Communicating via Social Media
- Social Sites: Important Considerations
- **Quiz:** Social Sites Fundamentals
- The Top Four Social Sites: LinkedIn, Facebook, Google Plus & Twitter
- Overview: LinkedIn
- Overview: Facebook
- Overview: Google-Plus
- Overview: Twitter
- Beyond the Top 4 Social Sites
- **Practice:** Find a Social Site
- **Quiz:** Finding Social Sites

Section 6. LINKEDIN IN DEPTH
- LinkedIn Features: Overview
- **Practice:** Explore LinkedIn Pages
- Membership Levels
- The Basics: LinkedIn Network & Groups
- Benefits of a Large Personal Network
- **Practice:** Your Network
- **Quiz:** LinkedIn Networking
- LinkedIn Contacts vs. LinkedIn Connections
- Searching for Profiles
- LinkedIn's Commercial Use Limit
- Getting Around the Commercial Use Limit
- Other Search Limitations and Ways around Them
- Boolean Search on LinkedIn
  - **Video:** LinkedIn Boolean Search *Examples* (part 1)
  - **Video:** LinkedIn Boolean Search *Examples* (part 2)
  - Adjusting the LinkedIn Search
• **Video: Examples** of Adjusting the LinkedIn Search
• **Practice:** Search on LinkedIn
• **Quiz:** LinkedIn Search
• **Video:** Use People Search for Competitive Intelligence
• Tip: Find Target Professionals Using “Also Viewed” Lists
• Tip: Find Target Professionals Using “Similar To”
• Tip: Search by Year of Graduation (Alumni Search)
• Tip: Search the Title Directory
• Uncovering Hidden Information on LinkedIn
• Uncovering Hidden Names Faster with Lippl
• Messages vs. InMails
• X-Ray LinkedIn: How to Begin
• X-Ray LinkedIn:** Examples**
• X-Ray LinkedIn: Target Countries
• **Practice:** X-Ray LinkedIn
• **Quiz:** X-Ray LinkedIn

Section 7. FACEBOOK, GOOGLE+, TWITTER & OTHERS

• Facebook: Ways to Search
• Facebook Tip: Locate By Email
• Use Facebook to Send Emails
• Facebook: Search Overview
• **Video:** Facebook Search Demonstration
• **Practice:** Facebook Search
• **Quiz:** Facebook Search
• Google Plus Features
• Google-Plus Tip: Locate By Email
• Google-Plus: Searches
• **Practice:** Google-Plus Searches
• Google-Plus & Gmail Integration
• Google-Plus: X-Ray LinkedIn
• **Practice:** Google-Plus X-Ray LinkedIn
• **Quiz:** Google-Plus X-Ray LinkedIn
• Twitter Basics
• Twitter: Search
• Twitter: X-Ray LinkedIn
• Twitter: Find More with These Tools
• Social Sites for Sourcing: Meetup.com
• Social Sites for Sourcing: About.me
• Social Sites for Sourcing: Github
• Social Sites for Sourcing: Xing
• Social Sites for Sourcing: International & More
Section 8. SOURCING TOOLS

- Ways to Work Faster
- Research Tip: Google's define Operator
- Research Tip: Google's related: Operator
- **Practice**: Using define & related:
- Google Image Search
- **Video**: Image Search
- Google "Search by Image"
- **Video**: Search "by Image"
- **Practice**: Image Search & Search by Image
- **Quiz**: Search by Image
- People Finders
- Pipl.com
- Zoominfo
- Connect.Data.com (formerly Jigsaw)
- Library Databases
- **Quiz**: People Finders
- Outwit Docs
- **Practice**: OutWit Docs
- Tools to Extract & Verify Contact Info
- Chrome Add-On: Email Grabber
- Email Extractors
- Contact Capture
- **Practice**: Email Extraction
- Email Verification: Mailtester
- Rapportive: Locate LinkedIn Profiles by Email Address
- **Quiz**: Email Verification
- Social Cross-Referencing: 360Social.me
- Social Cross-Referencing: Connectifier
- Social Cross-Referencing: PeopleDiscovery (from Connect6)
- Locate Social Profiles from an Email Address Using Vibe
- Prophet: Email Prediction Engine
- People Aggregators
- People Aggregator: HiringSolved
- **Quiz**: Social Lookup & Aggregators
- Search Alerts
- Custom Search Engines
Section 9. BEST PRACTICES, SCENARIOS & ENGAGEMENT

- What Cannot Be Automated
- An Intake Sourcer's Checklist
- Sourcing Process "Plan of Attack"
- Video: Sourcing Scenario "Quality Engineer in San Jose" (part 1)
- Video: Sourcing Scenario "Quality Engineer in San Jose" (part 2)
- Video: Sourcing Scenario "Quality Engineer in San Jose" (part 3)
- Video: Sourcing Scenario "Quality Engineer in San Jose" (part 4)
- Searching Internationally
- Use Local Google
- International Search: Examples
- Practice: Sourcing Internationally
- Quiz: Sourcing Internationally
- Sourcing for Diversity
- Sourcing for Diversity: Examples
- Sourcing for Diversity: Custom Search Engine
- Practice: Sourcing for Diversity
- Quiz: Sourcing for Diversity
- Talent Mapping
- Engaging with Candidates: Ground Rules
- Three Steps to More Candidate Responses
- Tips for Engaging Tech Talent

Other Content: Tip Sheets, Premium Content & Exam Information

- Tip Sheet: Sample Search Strings
- Tip Sheet: Useful Tips and Links for LinkedIn
- Tip Sheet: Location Names for LinkedIn X-Raying
- Tip Sheet: Social Sites and X-Ray Examples
- Tip Sheet: Tools List
- Tip Sheet: Custom Search Engines
- Premium: Getting Started with HiringSolved
- Premium Video: HiringSolved Overview
- Premium: HiringSolved Tips & Examples
- Answers to Frequently Asked Questions About the Exam
- Exam Questions: Clarification
- Quiz: Sample Exam Questions